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Abstract
The INGV (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia), started on 29/9/'99, n. 381 Decretation, and born in 2001 following the merging of 5 old institutions: the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica (ING), promoted by Prof.
Guglielmo Marconi on 1936, the Osservatorio Vesuviano (OV) seated in Naples and three institutes of CNR: the Istituto per la Ricerca sul Rischio Sismico, seated in Milano, the Istituto per la Geochimica dei Fluidi, seated in 
Palermo, and the Istituto Internazionale di Vulcanologia, seated in Catania. At the moment more than 800 employers are located both as permanent staff and not, including technician and administrative people. In particular, 
at the moment INGV has 524 permanent staff people, 302 people with a Contract, 129 people among fellowship, PhD and Co.co.co, etc…. INGV has a financial budget of 90 Millions €/year among which 30 Millions 
gathered by free market competition in research, both national and international. INGV gathered at least 50 Millions € permanent technologies mostly as geophysical and geochemical on-line networks, linked to the Civil 
Protection Department main seat. INGV accomplishes a 24 h on-line monitoring of the italian territory as regards the seismic and volcanic/natural degassing-leakage risks (tremors), by alerting in few minutes the Civil 
Protection Department operative room. Other areas (es. Quiescent volcanoes, fault zones) are monitored discretely. 
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Relevant expertise useful for CCS projects too:
Actually INGV is dealing with a lot of competencies splitted in seismology, seismic risk, geodynamics, paleo-seismology, structural geology, remote-sensing, geomechanics,  volcanology, geophysical and geochemical on-line monitoring, CO2 storage and CO2 analogues studies, Diffuse 
Degassing Studies, Geomagnetism, aereonomy, Environment, operative oceanography, dynamic climatology, global warning, Antartic research. Recently INGV was very positively appreciated by the CIVR having obtained important prizes at international level (see the web site 
http://vtr2006.cineca.it/php4/vtr_rel_civr_menu_x_area.php?info), also due to a huge number of international high level published papers (http://sciencewatch.com/inter/ins/08/08jul-INGV/). INGV, being the biggest European institute officially dedicated to the geophysical and geochemical 
monitoring of the so called  “CO2 analogues”, with yet installed hundreds of on-line stations funded by the Civil Protection Department, was involved starting from 2000, in the biggest  CO2 storage project in Weyburn (Canada). Since that time INGV is the main promoting research institute for 
CCS  (CO2 Capture & Storage) in Italy, starting a lot of national and international projects (i.e., ENEL S.p.A., ENI S.p.A., Edison S.p.A., Independent Resources plc, Rezia Energia S.p.A., Carbosulcis S.p.A., CESI Ricerca (ERSE) S.p.A., SARAS Refineries S.p.A., etc…). A specific group is 
dedicated to CCS projects: the Functional Units “Fluid Geochemistry, Geological Storage and Geothermics”.
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The COThe CO22 isis the the mostmost ““naturalnatural”” gas gas existingexisting underground and underground and 
formingforming new new rocksrocks: : carbonatescarbonates building up building up ApenninesApennines and and 

partpart of of AlpsAlps: : billionsbillions tonnstonns COCO22 are underground and are underground and aroundaround
300 DDS at 300 DDS at surfacesurface

•• Main part of Main part of ““Diffuse Degassing Diffuse Degassing 
StructuresStructures”” (DDS) are located along (DDS) are located along 
the Tyrrhenian margin;the Tyrrhenian margin;
•• DDS for Civil Protection DDS for Civil Protection 
Department Department ……
•• since Ancient Roman times only a since Ancient Roman times only a 
few few deseaseddeseased occurred  occurred  
•• Mostly HMostly H22S component is S component is 
dangerous and poisonousdangerous and poisonous
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Communication Strategy: Communication Strategy: 
all the underground uses all the underground uses 

together to pass together to pass ““awarenessawareness”” to to 
people people 

Contour map of carbon dioxide along the E‐W profile.

CO2 (%v/v)W-E profile from injection to degassing sites for CO2

Flux direction of deep saline aquifer

Normal Probability Plot of CO2 flux (no pit)
y = -0.341+0.0001*x+eps
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IdentifyingIdentifying possiblepossible
areasareas forfor geologicalgeological

storagestorage……

The Tor Caldara area (Rome, Latium)The Tor Caldara area (Rome, Latium)
The Tor Caldara area has been investigated during June, 2007 in the frame of “Diffuse 
Degassing in Italy” risk assessment project (funded by the Civil Protection Department)
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FCO2 shows a more diffusive distribution directly linked to diffusive degassing structures.

NPP of CO2 fluxes, 
carried out in different 
surveys in the Po Plain, 
show that the cumulative 
curves of 2006 and 2008 
spring-summer fields 
have very similar 
statistical distribution. 
October 2008  survey 
shows lower values 
indicating a clear 
decrease in the biological 
production.

Contour map elaborated on 95% of total 
population. Outliers are shows with the 
classed post. Maximum value of φCO2 is 
353 g/m2day.

Geochemical survey for a natural gas storage site


